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collections of Aero-
postale zip-up sweat-
WLMVXW�� ÂS[]� GEQMWSPIW��
ERH� FEX� QMX^ZEL�VIEH]�
dresses. These pieces, 
once adored and now 
XVEKMGEPP]� XSS� WQEPP�� EP-
PS[IH�QI�XS�IQFSH]�XLI�
SPHIV� KMVPW� -� EHQMVIH��
8LI]� JIPX� PMOI� E� WMKR�
of growing into what I 
LEH�SRGI�PSSOIH�YT�XS�
8LI�VIEP�GSQMRK�SJ�EKI�
GEQI�MR�Q]�XIIRW��[LIR�
Q]� %YRX� -PERE� WXEVXIH�
KMZMRK� QI� XLI� LERH�
QI�HS[RW�JVSQ�LIV���W�
XLEX�WLI�[SVI�ERH�PSZIH�
and has accepted she 
[SYPH�RIZIV�RIIH�EKEMR��
8LIVI¸W� E� TMRO� ÂSVEP�
QMHM� WOMVX� WLI� WTSVXIH�
XLI� ÁVWX� XMQI� WLI� QIX�
Q]� TEVIRXW�� 8LMW� WYQ-
QIV��MX�GEQI�[MXL�QI�XS�
PMZI�SR�Q]�S[R�MR�2I[�
=SVO� MR� E� XMR]� ETEVX-
QIRX� MR� 2SPMXE�� [LIVI�
Q]� VSSQQEXIW� ERH� -��
GSYPH� FVIEO� SRXS� XLI�
VSSJ� ERH� WQSOI� NSMRXW�
with our coffee. That 
WOMVX�QEHI�QI�JIIP�IQ-
TS[IVIH��JIQMRMRI��ERH�
QEXYVI�EPP� EX� SRGI�EW� -�
traipsed through the 
GMX]�SR�Q]�S[R��QMQMGO-
ing adulthood. There’s 
EPWS�E� PMXXPI�FPEGO�HVIWW�
WLI� HSRRIH� JVSQ�[SVO�
to nights out when she 
PMZIH�MR�XLI�9TTIV�;IWX�
Side as a photographer. 

%W�XLI�]SYRKIWX�GLMPH�MR�Q]�JEQ-
MP]�� -� LEZI� FIIR� XLI� VIGMTMIRX� SJ�
LERH�QI�HS[RW� JSV� EW� PSRK� EW� -�
GER� VIQIQFIV��;LIR� -�[EW� JSYV��
I’d wear the toddler-sized clothes 
Q]�WMWXIV�SRGI�HSRRIH�IMKLX�]IEVW�
IEVPMIV�� -� LEZI� E� WIX� SJ� TMGXYVIW�
SJ�QI� ERH�Q]� WMWXIV� [IEVMRK� XLI�
WEQI� +VERHQE�ORMXXIH� W[IEXIV�
JVSQ� TVIWGLSSP� TMGXYVI� HE]�� TSW-
MRK�[MXL�XLI�WEQI�GLIIVJYP�WQMPI��
;LS� MW�[LS#�;LIR� -�[EW�RMRI�� -�
WXEVXIH�XS�WGSVR�IZIV]XLMRK�Q]�WMW-
ter once wore, eager to grow out 
SJ�SRP]�FIMRK�E�]SYRKIV�ZIVWMSR�SJ�
LIV��-RWXIEH��IZIV]�JI[�QSRXLW�SYV�
JEQMP]�JVMIRHW�[SYPH�HVST�SJJ�XLIMV�
JEZSVMXI� TMIGIW� XLI]¸H� SYXKVS[R��
I felt so cool as I tried on their 
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I wore it from work to nights out as I interned for a fash-
ion company and tested the capabilities of my fake ID. 
Now, whenever I go to my grandparents’ house, I scour 
through generations of clothing. There’s a crewneck 
from Tanglewood, the outdoor music venue where my 
grandparents met. It’s pine green with a line of trees 
in shades of pink, a reminder of young (and old) love. 
-� ÁRH� Q]� QSXLIV¸W� [IHHMRK� HVIWW�� ERH� QE]FI� WSQI-
day I’ll wear it to a wedding of my own. In one closet, 
there’s a set of heather grey sweatshirts with blue writ-
ing; remnants from my great-uncle’s senate campaign. 

Rediscovering these old clothes, mementos of 
times long gone elicits a simultaneous sense of 
excitement and nostalgia, of remembering the 
past and creating new memories in the present. 
With my friends, I mimic this feeling of searching through 
old clothes and stories in pursuit of timeless pieces with a 
YRMUYI�OMRH�SJ�ÂEVI��;I�I\TPSVI�GMXMIW�XLVSYKL�XLIMV�WIG-
ond-hand clothing selections, searching the internet for 
the best village improvement stores or Buffalo Exchang-
es. In my closet, trendy pieces lie next to vintage Levi’s 
XLEX�ÁX�QI�NYWX�VMKLX�SV�QIR¸W�(MGOMIW�JVSQ�XLI�ÿćĄþW�[MXL�
the perfect high waist. Thrifting has become an activity, 
a way to feel nostalgic for times we only know through 
clothes left behind. It’s a way to give vintage pieces a sec-
ond life, to take what was once old and make it new again.
 
Over the last few years, hand-me-downs have taken a new 
form as shopping secondhand has easily become one of 
the biggest trends in fashion. Now, a trip to a thrift store 
or a carefully styled vintage piece is one that can invoke 
intrigue and envy from fashion fans everywhere. From 
ZMRXEKI�LEYPW�ERH�XLVMJX�ÂMTW�XS�FVERH�TEVXRIVWLMTW�[MXL�
online secondhand platforms and the ultimate prize of 
responding to a social media commenter’s inquiry into 
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Ibus modis sit volor siti cullect otatum 
quiae liqui te sant prae. Sam asi diorit 
illecte cum il id ma nonsequam hari-
bus quid et vero et aspiduci net ipsum 
ut a nulparci con perum everist aut dit 
laborit ionsenim ereic te consectatiis 
sum et aut fuga. Cone necabor esecae 
conemped qui omnim et vel in pel ip-
santium ut destem voluptatis as aut utem 
quid ex enduciis il moles andae vite 

the origins of your piece with “thrift-
ed,” young people are all in on this 
particular type of digital fashion con-
tent, an ironic combination of old and 
new. While the future of fashion is 
constantly evolving, trend forecasters 
are predicting big things for the fu-
ture of secondhand clothing. In recent 
years, secondhand has been outgrow-
ing mainstream fashion and some ex-
perts are declaring that the industry, 
[LMGL� MW� EPVIEH]� [SVXL� SZIV� �āþ� FMP-
PMSR��[MPP� KVS[� ÿĆ	�IEGL� ]IEV� XLVSYKL�
ĀþĀĂ��%RH� PMOI� RIEVP]� IZIV]XLMRK� IPWI��
the future of secondhand clothing may 
be digital. Increasingly, apps and web-
sites dedicated to secondhand vintage 
and thrifted clothing are popping up 
all over the internet and, with them, 
the opportunity to participate in the 
trend without ever leaving your home. 

Companies like The Real Real, Depop, 
and ThredUp offer consumers a range 
of secondhand and thrifted items from 
luxury designer pieces to affordable 
clothing from mass brands. Online, 
FY]IVW� GER� ÁPXIV� XLIMV� STXMSRW� F]� GSP-
or, type, size, or brand, making the ex-
perience much simpler than shopping 
in-person in a thrift or vintage store. 
But, the less-committed shopper can 
also easily get in on the fun by rent-
ing secondhand clothing through plat-
forms such as Nuuly and the iconic Rent 
XLI�6YR[E]��%W� E� VIWYPX�� XLI� PMJI� G]GPI�
of fashion, both trends and individual 
pieces, has shifted from a short lifespan 
FIJSVI�ER�IXIVRMX]�MR�E�PERHÁPP�XS�E�PSR-
ger rollercoaster with numerous own-
IVW�EPSRK�XLI�[E]��%�WLMVX�XLEX�QE]�LEZI�
been simply thrown out when no lon-
ger wanted now has a greater chance at 

a future through a Depop sale or thrift 
WXSVI�HSREXMSR��%RH�EW�HMJJIVIRX�IVEW�SJ�
fashion are recycled into the trends of 
today, the clothes of the past get a new 
life that they might not have previously.

Thrifting appeals to younger consumers 
in a variety of ways. First, its eco-friend-
ly premise serves as a way to reduce the 
immense waste from the fashion in-
dustry while simultaneously resisting 
XLI� IZIV�MRGVIEWMRK� MRÂYIRGI� SJ� JEWX�
JEWLMSR��%RH��[MXL� XLI� EGGIPIVEXMSR� SJ�
XVIRH�G]GPIW��WIQM�ZMRXEKI�GPSXLMRK�NYWX�
OIITW�GSQMRK�FEGO��PMOI�ÂEVI�NIERW�ERH�
Ugg boots. Thrifting also works as a way 
XS� JYPÁPP�+IR�>¸W�]IEVRMRK� JSV�YRMUYI-
ness, a way to secure almost one-of-a-
kind pieces that will inspire envy. It’s 
also a form of entertainment; search-
ing through racks and bins of clothing 
in search of the perfect piece feels al-
QSWX� PMOI� E� KEQI��%RH�� TIVLETW� QSWX�
importantly, second-hand clothing 
allows consumers to buy high-qual-
ity pieces at more affordable prices. 

The creation and digital rise of this 
trend have also allowed luxury fashion 
to become more accessible. For so long, 
exclusivity has been the hallmark of 
luxury brands. Most people were never 
meant to possess it, only admire it and 
wish for it. But buying secondhand, 
where prices are lower yet the quality 
is equally as good, puts the products in 
the hands of people who might normal-
ly have been able to reach it. Whether 
renting or buying, some of the most 
expensive and most popular brands in 
the world now have a new audience in 
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VIWEPI��%RH�EPP� XLI�FY^^�EVSYRH� XLVMJX-
ing and secondhand clothing has even 
drawn attention from more mainstream 
fashion brands, such as H&M, who 
are looking to cash in on the trend. 

Within the last decade, brands have 
introduced sustainability programs 
to accommodate their consumers’ in-
creasing concerns about the environ-
mental effects of their shopping habits. 
But some brands are going past cloth-
ing rental or recycled materials and 
are aiming higher with the help of 
XLI� VIWEPI�QEVOIX�� -R�7ITXIQFIV� ĀþĀÿ��
H&M launched their own resale por-
tal, called H&M Rewear, in Cana-
da. With it, people have the ability to 
buy or sell clothing that doesn’t even 
have to be from H&M, in exchange 
for money or H&M store credit. 

But fashion lovers, particularly mem-
FIVW� SJ� +IR� >�� EVIR¸X� NYWX� MRXIVIWXIH�
in buying secondhand but also selling 
their own clothing as a quick and easy 
way to make money. The number of on-
line platforms for buying and selling 
secondhand is growing and clearly, the 
internet is the future of thrifting and 
the future of thrifting is extending far 
behind the t-shirts and sneakers that 
EVI� XVEHIQEVOW� SJ� +SSH[MPP� ERH� 7EP-
ZEXMSR�%VQ]�WXSVIW�EGVSWW� XLI�GSYRXV]��
With the help of online markets, some-
one can purchase a good quality Birkin 
bag or Christopher John Rogers dress 
from the comfort of their own home 
and for a fraction of the original price, 
something that is incredibly important 
in a time when many luxury brands, 
such as Chanel and Louis Vuitton, have 
declared that they will be increasing the 

prices of their products. The original 
gatekeepers, exorbitant prices and dis-
criminatory and rude sales associates, no 
PSRKIV�LSPH�XLI�OI]�XS�IRNS]MRK�PY\YV]��

That is not to say that these systems 
are immune to gatekeeping and exclu-
sivity. In fact, some of the key discus-
sion around the rise of thrifting and 
resale platforms has centered around 
the potential repercussions that thrift-
ing as a trend may have for populations 
that are dependent on thrift stores. 
When people who have the socioeco-
nomic privilege, time, and money, to 
shop around numerous thrift stores 
for cheap pieces to either wear them-
selves or resale, it can harm the peo-
ple who need the clothing. The type 
of thrifters who unfairly prey on the 
thrift store often argue that thrift stores 
usually receive more clothes than they 
can ever sell and frequently have to 
throw away clothes, ignoring the way 
fashion trends and style work. While 
there is a surplus of clothing in thrift 
stores, these thrifters are snatching up 
the fashionable, on-trend clothes that 
are most desirable and leaving behind 
their leftovers for those who cannot ac-
cess these trends and will not be able 
to participate in them any other way.

The thrifting side of social media culti-
vates a culture of gatekeeping there too. 
Often, when people are asked where 
they bought their clothes by comment-
ers and admirers online, they simply 
write “thrifted” in lieu of commenting 
the actual brand names, so that oth-
ers cannot replicate their look. This 
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 gatekeeping furthers the exclu-
sivity that rules fashion, particu-
larly on social media. There is a 
constant need to create unique 
content and looks, but the sys-
tems of exclusion that are in-
grained in the fashion world, 
that hamper thrifting as an activ-
ity, will never be dismantled un-
til these damaging gatekeeping 
strategies are truly confronted.
Still, nothing compares to the 
NS]� SJ� WMJXMRK� XLVSYKL� TMPIW� SJ�
clothes at your local thrift store, 
searching, hoping for the per-
JIGX�ZMRXEKI�ÁRH��0MOI�QER]�SXL-
er Harvard students, I take the 
T with my friends to Central 
Square, visiting stores like the 
+VIEX� )EWXIVR� 8VEHMRK� 'SQTE-
ny, combining a new home with 
old pastimes.  Undoubtedly, nu-
merous secondhand pieces can 
be found all across campus on 
members of the Harvard com-
munity. While the way people 
access this clothing has evolved 
from childhood hand-me-downs 
ERH� 7EPZEXMSR� %VQ]�� XLI� MRXIV-
est is at an all-time high; a nos-
talgic reminder that life goes on 
and trends always come back. 
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